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Abstract
Rotary kilns are industrial furnaces that have been widely used in limestone calcination, 

cement industry and hazardous waste incineration for centuries. In this work a rotary kiln,
used for the iron ore pellet sintering process in the grate-kiln pelletizing system, has been 
studied. In order to increase the energy efficiency, a large amount of air is supplied to the kiln 
through air channels connected to the cooler. This air is necessary for the coal combustion 
process and the heat transport to the kiln bed. However, the geometry of the kiln hood 
connecting the air channels and the cooler is complex. As a consequence, the jet flame is 
unstable and to improve the performance of the kiln it is therefore necessary to study the kiln 
aerodynamics to reveal the flow field. Since it is a complicated problem containing fluid 
dynamics, combustion and heat and mass transfer, it is here simplified into a down-scaled 
cold model to make it feasible to understand the flow field both experimentally and 
numerically. In this work, the whole kiln is generalized as a turbulent bluff-body jet 
interacting with asymmetric co-flows. With the aid from previous measurement with Particle 
Image Velocimetry on a down-scaled water model of the kiln, Computational Fluid Dynamics 
simulations are performed with the commercial code ANSYS CFX 16.0 for two main 
purposes: 1) To find a turbulence model that is able to capture the main features of the 
mean flow field and is computationally economic; 2) With the turbulence model chosen in 
1), to study the geometrical effect on the development of the primary jet.

In Paper A, three turbulence models were employed, the standard k- model, a modified 
k- model with slightly higher turbulence production and the Speziale-Sarkar-Garski 
Reynolds Stress Model (SSG-RSM hereafter). Wall functions were applied since resolving 
the viscous wall region was not a concern in this work. It is found that the standard k- model 
fit the experimental data best as compared to the other two models. The k- model with a
modified model constant for better prediction of mean centerline decay and radial spreading 
of round jets and the SSG-RSM over predict the decay constants and spreading rates of the jet 
in the virtual kiln model. All three turbulence models capture an asymmetric development of 
the primary jet, especially far downstream.

Based on the conclusions in Paper A, in Paper B, with the down-scaled kiln model, 
isothermal cases with four different initial Reynolds number (Re) were simulated with the 
standard k- model. A low-velocity region or external recirculation zone (ERZ) forms near the 
kiln upper wall and it shrinks with decreased initial Re. It is found that, when Re increases, 
the jet becomes longer while it decays faster. Increasing Re also improves the mixing between 
the jet and surrounding flow. One possible reason is supposed to be the enhanced shear with 
higher Re. The underlying flow structures, mostly likely the vortex shedding, and the small 
scale mixing enhanced by its breakdown found in previous work, are another possibility to 
this Re dependency. Since k- models are not capable of capturing these flow motions, 
simulations with advanced turbulence models as well as more measurements are necessary for 
better validation and more thorough understanding of this problem.
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Ziyan Teng, I. A. Sofia Larsson, T. Staffan Lundström, B. Daniel Marjavaara
Teng performed the simulations with the help from Larsson. The data was analyzed 

based on the discussion with Larsson and Lundström. All authors contributed to the writing.
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Paper Abstracts
Paper A

Rotary kilns used in the iron pellet production in the grate-kiln pelletizing process 
normally have two asymmetric secondary air channels. The primary jet is ejected from a 
burner located in the middle of a back plate. As a consequence of the high flow rates and 
irregular-shaped secondary air channels, the aerodynamics in the kiln is strongly connected to 
the combustion and sintering performance. In this work a Computational Fluid Dynamics 
study is performed on a downscaled, simplified kiln model established in earlier numerical 
and experimental work. Comparisons are made with the experiment and among three 
turbulence models, the standard k model, a k model modified for turbulent axisymmetric 
round jets and Speziale-Sarkar-Garski Reynolds Stress Model (SSG-RSM hereafter). 
Recirculation regions with negative axial velocity are found at the upper side of the kiln and 
behind the back plate. Results from the standard k model have the best fit to the 
experimental data regarding the centerline decay and the jet spreading of the velocity. The 
spreading rate of the scalar concentration calculated from the results with the modified k
model and the SSG-RSM fit better with the experiment, but they both underestimate the 
centerline decay and the spreading of the velocity. The modified k model yields a more 
physical and realistic flow field compared to the standard k model, and the results are close 
to those obtained with the SSG-RSM. Unlike the isotropic development of the jet predicted 
with the standard k model, the modified k model and the SSG-RSM show different 
development of the jet in the horizontal and vertical directions.

Paper B

In the rotary kiln in the grate-kiln system for an iron ore pellets sintering process, a long 
and stable jet flame is needed for an even temperature profile to ensure the continuity of the 
sintering. The geometry of the kiln in focus in this work brings an unstable flow field which 
can affect the combustion stability and sintering quality. The primary jet issuing from the nozzle 
interacts with two asymmetric co-flows of air from the cooler. To understand and further 
improve the flow field, the kiln aerodynamics needs to be investigated both experimentally and 
numerically. In this work, a simplified virtual model of the rotary kiln is built based on the 
down-scaled model established in previous experimental work. CFD simulations with the 
standard k model are performed with different initial Reynolds number of the jet by altering 
the nozzle diameter. The velocity field is investigated, as well as the mixing by tracing a passive 
scalar in the flow. An external recirculation zone (ERZ) is formed near the upper kiln wall, 
affecting the jet by suppressing it in spanwise direction. The ERZ also entrains the passive 
scalars upwards to the kiln wall, which can promote the mixing between species in the real 
reactive case. The standard k model over predicts the centerline decay constant and spreading 
rate of the scalar concentration while the prediction of the spreading rate of the velocity is quite 
accurate. The model is capable of predicting a Re dependency of the mean centerline decay and 
radial spreading of the primary jet. With increasing initial Re, the centerline decay constants of 
the velocity and passive scalar decrease. Correspondingly, the spreading rate of the passive 
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scalar concentration increases. This is partly a result of the stronger shear brought by the 
increasing velocity ratio between the jet and co-flows and the stronger entrainment from the 
ERZ when Re increases. Another reason could be the limitation of k models. It is not able to 
capture the vortex shedding and the enhancement of the small scale mixing brought by the 
vortex shedding break down after introducing the primary jet. To further validate of the 
simulations and gain a more thorough understanding of the flow field, more measurements are 
necessary as well as simulations with more advanced turbulence models.
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Part I Summary
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1 Introduction 
A rotary kiln is a continuously fed, rotating, and normally inclined industrial furnace 

widely used in limestone calcination, cement industry and hazardous waste incineration [1,2]. 
The concept has been developed for more than one century and has mainly been based on 
empirical studies. This has opened up for more detailed and theoretical studies including 
aspects like heat transfer, bed mixing and combustion [3–6] to understand and further 
improve the efficiency of the process.  

In the grate-kiln system for the iron ore pellet sintering process a rotary kiln with a 
primary jet flow and two co-flows of air from secondary air channels is used [1]. A long and 
stable jet flame is sought for to get an even heat transport through the bed and homogenous 
sintering quality. In this rotary kiln, the air channels provide a large amount of excessive air 
for both combustion and the pelletizing process. Due to demands on energy efficiency and 
limited space, the air channels are connected to the cooler and the geometry is quite intricate.
Moreover, the cross-section of the air channel is neither annular nor co-axial to the primary 
jet. As stated by Yule and Damou [2], the extra turbulence level brought by co-flows will 
influence the spreading rate of the confined jet. Hence, the irregular co-flows in the kiln may 
affect the development of the primary jet even more. They may cause unstable flow fields, 
such as an unwanted orientated flow direction of the primary jet and extra recirculation of 
reactants and products. These phenomena could finally lead to serious problems like 
combustion instability and kiln wall damage. In reality, since the secondary channels are 
connected to the cooler, there might be some difficulties in changing the geometry. Another 
option could therefore be to change the flow field by altering the initial condition of the 
primary jet.

Turbulent round jets have been studied extensively in the past few decades. Most of the 
research focus on axisymmetric cases, regardless of co-flows or not. Jets in asymmetric co-
flows have barely been investigated experimentally or numerically. Moreover, in the rotary 
kiln in this work, the air channels are separated by a surface called “back plate”. It covers 1/3 
of the kiln diameter and the jet exit is located at the center. The co-flowing air streams flow 
over the back plate and merge together downstream. Larsson et al. [3–5] performed 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations of the merging flows from the two 
secondary channels, and find vortex shedding of a certain frequency behind the back plate. 
From the measurement of the primary jet with co-flows by Larsson et al. [6] with Particle 
Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF), it was found that the 
vortex shedding is inhibited by the primary jet and its breakdown affects the mixing in small 
scales. Therefore, the modeling difficulties in this project arise mainly from the combination 
of a turbulent round jet, the wake formed behind the back plate and the asymmetric geometry.

Based on the interesting work by Larsson et al. [3,5–7], the focus in this work is on jets 
interacting with asymmetric co-flows and the influence of the initial condition of the primary 
jet on the flow field. First, CFD simulations with different turbulence models are performed in 
order to find a good enough turbulence model that can capture the mean flow field. An 
important aspect is that a turbulence model that is computationally economic can be better for
further studies with combustion in addition to the complex geometry. Then, based on the
chosen turbulence model, jets issuing from nozzles with different diameters are simulated and 
compared with each other. The changes of the flow field in the kiln brought by altering the jet 
inlet diameter, that is, different initial Reynolds number (Re), are investigated and discussed.  
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2 Kiln Aerodynamics

2.1 Rotary kiln in pelletizing process
The rotary kiln involved in this work is one of the major parts in the “grate-kiln” 

system. The plant is used for iron ore pellets sintering by Luossaraava Kirunavaara AB 
(LKAB). After the agglomeration and binding, the wet balls of iron ore pellets get loaded onto 
a travelling grate and are transported through drying, preheating and sintering stages to 
upgrade the strength. The process mainly consists of four heating zones, the up draft drying 
(UDD) zone ( 50 C), the down draft drying (DDD) zone ( 500 C), the tempered preheating
(TPH) zone ( 1040 C), and the preheating (PH) zone ( 1075 C). Then, the final sintering 
takes place in a rotary kiln with a temperature 1250 C, see Figure 2.1. After sintering the 
pellets enter an annular cooler with a temperature below 50 C before being poured into 
storage for further transportation.

Figure 2.1 Schematic picture of the pelletizing process in a grate-kiln processing plant. Courtesy of 
LKAB

In order to be more energy efficient, the air used for cooling is recirculated back into the 
rotary kiln to provide excessive air for both combustion and heat transport within the pellet 
bed, see Figure 2.2. The connection between the kiln and cooler is built through two channels 
separated by a “back plate”. A primary jet consisting of fuel and air enters the kiln from a 
nozzle located at the center of the back plate. Because of space limitations, the geometry of 
the air channels is quite complicated. As shown in Figure 2.2, the upper channel has a 15
inclination to the kiln, and the lower one has a rectangular bend before being straightly 
connected to the kiln. As a direct consequence of the complicated geometry, the flow field 
inside the kiln is quite unstable and it will affect the combustion and consequently the 
sintering process. In an early study, Khan et al. [8] modeled a full-scale rotary kiln 
incinerator with a one-step methane combustion reaction and their results showed that the 
combustion rates in rotary kilns are mixing limited, not kinetic limited. Therefore, it is 
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necessary to investigate the kiln aerodynamics in a systematic way in order to improve the 
combustion stability. 

Figure 2.2 The grate-kiln process and the kiln hood.  Courtesy of LKAB 

2.2 Turbulent round jet
The flame in a rotary kiln is a confined diffusion jet flame with co-flows of secondary air 

that has not yet been completely understood. Jet flow has been extensively investigated from 
the 1900s both experimentally and numerically for its numerous applications. From the 1940s 
great efforts were made to measure the flow within and around turbulent axisymmetric jets 
issuing into a quiescent environment to increase the understanding of the flow pattern [9–13] . 
The characterization of the mean flow field of turbulent round jets is mainly done by the 
centerline decay in the streamwise direction, and the radial spreading in the spanwise 
direction. The mean streamwise velocity of the jet at the centerline Uc decays with the 
streamwise distance x from the origin x0 linearly as: = 1 . (2.1)

Similarly the centerline scalar concentration decays in the following way: = 1 . (2.2)

The constants 1/  and 1/ are the decay rates of velocity and scalar concentration 
respectively, is the jet inlet velocity and is the scalar concentration at the jet inlet.

The development in the radial direction is normally characterized by the jet half width 
r1/2. It is defined as the spanwise location where the velocity is half of the centerline value and 
it increases linearly with the streamwise location according to: / = . (2.3)

The dependency of the mean centerline decay and radial spreading of turbulent round jet 
have been thoroughly investigated. Table 1 reviews some experimental work regarding 
axisymmetric turbulent round jets with top-hat velocity profiles in a quiescent ambient flow 
environment. The results reveal no universal dependence on Re for the mean centerline decay 
or radial spreading. Todde et al. [14] performed measurements with hot-wire anemometry on 
jets in low Re and they concluded that the decay rate 1/Bu decreases with Re till about Re = 
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1600, then keeps constant till Re = 4000, then increases again above 4000. Zarruk and Cowen
[15] conclude, based on the review of experimental studies of jets in various Re and their 
own measurements that, the decay constant Bu increases with Re, while above a threshold 
value (Re > 20000) it is not significantly affect by it.

Table 2.1. Some experimental work of axisymmetric turbulent round jets with various Re
Author Re Bu Bu S S Fluid

Todde et al. [14]

850 4.14 - - -

Air

1050 4.14
1350 4.05
1620 4.05
2175 4.64
2700 4.66
4050 4.64
5400 4.74
6750 4.97

Burattini et al. [16] 13000 6.0 - - - Air
Weisgraber and Liepmann [17] 16000 6.7 - - - Water

Mistry and Dawson [18] 25300 5.84 - 0.092 0.118 Water
Falcone and Cataldo [19] 27000 6.38 - 0.114 - Water

Hussein et al. [13] 95500 5.8 - 0.094 - Air

Moreover, the nozzle geometry influences the Re dependency of the jet development.
Mi et al. [20] reviewed early experimental research on turbulent round jets issuing from 
different nozzles. They found that a jet issuing from a smooth contraction nozzle spreads
faster than one issuing from a long straight round pipe. Moreover, the influence from the 
initial Re on the jet development in the self-similar far field depends on the type of nozzle. 
They found that a jet issuing from a smoothly contracting pipe nozzle is more dependent on 
Re regarding the centerline decay compared to a jet issuing from a long straight pipe nozzle.

2.3 Turbulent round jet with co-flow
Due to the extensive applications in engineering problems, jets ejecting into moving co-

flows are of great interest to researchers as well. Named “jet-wake” by Antonia and Bilger 
[21] , the interactions between jets and surrounding co-flows make the flow field more 
intricate than single jets. The well-established self-preserving property of a turbulent 
axisymmetric jet is no longer automatically fulfilled [12,22] . Sautet and Stepowski [23]
proposed a correction to a pseudo similarity development of a jet in co-flow as:= 1 1, , (2.4)

/ = 1 . (2.5)

where is the variable of interest, which can be velocity or scalar concentration. The 
coefficient is the jet-to-co-flow velocity ratio. When is large, this correction can be 
ignored since 1 is quite small. For those situations where the velocity difference 
between the inner and outer jet is small, it is necessary to consider the effect of .

There is another correction often used when investigating two-phase jets with different 
density related to the jet inlet diameter according to [20,24] :
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, = 2 ,
(2.6)

where , is the effective diameter, or equivalent diameter and Me is the exit mass flux
that may be expressed as = 2/ . (2.7)

Finally, Je is the jet inlet momentum flux, which in its turn reads = 2/ , (2.8)

where  is the density of the fluid in the jet and  is the density of the surrounding 
fluid. This correction is commonly used for jets consisting of a gas mixture fuel discharging 
into co-flowing air.

It has been concluded by earlier researchers that mixing between two co-flowing jets is 
significantly enhanced as the two shear layers start to intersect [25] . Champagne et al. [22]  
investigated two co-axial jets experimentally and concluded that good self-preserving is 
achieved far downstream with the mean centerline decay and radial spreading of velocity. 
Antonia and Bilger [21]  performed measurements of turbulent round jets with different initial 
velocity (Re ~ 105) in a co-flowing free stream using a Pitot tube and hot wire anemometry.
They found that the mean velocity profiles can reach similarity but the turbulence fields such 
as the streamwise component (u-component) of turbulence intensity, and the Reynolds stress, 
do not. Based on their findings they therefore challenged the idea about the existence of a 
universal self-preserving state for a jet-wake. In addition, the mean velocity half width
profiles showed that the jet with higher exit velocity (in other word, Re, since the nozzle 
diameter was kept the same) spreads faster in radial direction than that with lower exit 
velocity. The Laser-Doppler measurement by Glass and Bilger [26]  indicated that a turbulent 
jet flame (or as they called “a heated jet-wake”) and an isothermal turbulent round jet 
(isothermal jet-wake) have very similar turbulence quantities, such as the turbulence 
intensities and shear stress. A small asymmetry in the mean velocity profiles was caused by 
the transverse buoyancy. When looking at the turbulent length scales, an asymptote of the 
turbulent Schmidt number (Sct) towards 0.71 appeared and agreed with previous research 
regarding isothermal jet-wake in which Sct = 0.7. More recently, Dally et al. [27] measured 
the mean flow field of turbulent isothermal and combusting bluff-body jets with co-axial co-
flow and performed simulations with two k-  models and Reynolds Stress Models (RSM). 
They modified the turbulence models by changing the model constant C 1 =1.60 in the 
dissipation transport equation. Good agreements of the mean centerline decay and the mixing 
fields in the recirculation zone between the simulations and measurement were achieved. In 
addition, the flame length was found to be longer when the jet momentum increases (with 
higher initial inlet velocity). 

The research discussed so far has focused on co-axial jets, mostly circular inner jets 
with an annular outer co-flowing jet. This is the dominating branch in research of jets with co-
flows. The attention regarding asymmetry has been paid to the asymmetric jet nozzles, that is, 
non-circular jets such as rectangular and elliptical jets, and the effect of nozzle geometry on 
the jet development. To the author’s knowledge, there are almost no published work dealing 
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with jets with asymmetric co-flows except the previous work by Larsson et al. [6,28], despite
the wide application in industrial combustors. In the rotary kiln involved in this work, the co-
flows are non-axisymmetric and are separated by a surface called “back plate”. The height of 
the back plate is 1/3 of the kiln diameter, and it can be seen as a bluff body. The jet nozzle is
located at the center of the back plate. Therefore, the essential problem here is a turbulent 
bluff body jet in asymmetric co-flows. The work presented below is a continuation of 
previous research by Larsson et al. [6,28].
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3 Methods

3.1 Geometry and meshing
The geometries used in this work is based on the down-scaled kiln model used in the 

PIV and PLIF measurements performed by Larsson et al. [6]. The rotary kiln in the grate-kiln 
process has two secondary air channels connected to the cooler (see Figure 2.2) and the inlet 
geometry is quite complicated compared to a burner with co-axial co-flows. The geometry is 
simplified into a stationary horizontal cylinder with constant cross-section neglecting the 
pellet bed (see Figure 3.1) to reveal the details about the aerodynamics of the kiln. 

Figure 3.1. Geometry of the down-scaled and virtual rotary kiln in Paper A

In Paper A, a hybrid mesh is used in order to solve the problem of a relatively intricate
geometry at where the burner connects to the kiln. The burner and a small cylinder after the 
jet inlet are meshed with tetrahedral grids while the other parts of the mesh are built 
structurally with a hexagonal grid and multiple o-grids. At the interfaces between these two 
parts, pyramid cells are applied.

Figure 3.2. Geometry of the down-scaled and virtual rotary kiln in Paper B

In Paper B, the geometry of the nozzle is neglected in order to apply a uniform velocity 
profile at the exit. It is a simplification of a top-hat velocity profile at the jet inlet surface. 
Instead of a hybrid mesh, the entire geometry is meshed with structural hexagonal cells and 
multiple o-grids are also employed because of the refinement requirement near the jet inlet. 

For both meshes great attention is given to the mesh quality and generally the mean 
quality index defined in ANSYS CFX ICEM is above 0.85 and the worst value is larger than 
0.3. Wall functions are applied to the cells near the wall thus problems with mesh quality in 
the boundary layers are avoided.
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3.2 Governing equations
The continuity equation and the Navier-Stokes equations describing the transport of 

mass and momentum are:

= 0,
(3.1)

= 1 + . (3.2)

The left hand side in (2) is the material derivative of velocity component of the flow 
field that can be expressed as: = + , (3.3)

where xi is the location, p is the pressure and is the kinematic viscosity. The Reynolds 
decomposition of the turbulent velocity field gives the Reynolds equations based on the 
Navier-Stokes equations as: = 1 + , (3.4)

which cannot be solved due to the 6 components of the Reynolds stresses . These 
stresses consist of an isotropic and an anisotropic part according to:= 23 + , (3.5)

where k(x,t) is the turbulent kinetic energy, is the Kronecker delta, is the 
anisotropic part which according to the specific assumption in the turbulent-viscosity 
hypothesis [18] can be determined from:23 = + . (3.6)

Here is turbulent viscosity being the key term when deriving the Reynolds stresses. 
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models, based on solving the anisotropic 
stresses , can be divided into eddy-viscosity models (both linear and non-linear) with the 
aim to model , and Reynolds stress models in which 6 equations for the Reynolds stresses 
are solved. 

For comparison to experiments with concentration fields it is handy to introduce a 
passive scalar into the numerical model. The Reynolds-averaged scalar transport equation is:= + + (3.7)

where is the volumetric conserved quantity of the passive scalar, represents the 
fluctuating scalar field, is the molecular diffusivity, is the turbulent eddy viscosity, and 

is the turbulent Schmidt number which was set as a constant of 0.7 according to research 
work regarding axisymmetric free jet flows by Tominaga and Stathopoulos [29] and Mejía, 
chejne, and Molina et al. [30] . The term / represents kinematic diffusivity of the passive 
scalar while represents the Reynolds-averaged source term.
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3.3 Turbulence models
k  models are widely used in industrial problems for their robustness and the low 

computational cost. k  models solves two more equations for turbulent kinetic energy k and 
the energy dissipation rate = + ,

= + , (3.9)

where  is the production term, and the turbulent eddy viscosity is specified as:= . (3.10)

The standard k model is typically referred to that developed by Launder and Sharma 
[31]. The model constants are:= 0.09, = 1.44, = 1.92, = 1.0, = 1.3.

With the rapid development of computation capability, it becomes more feasible to 
model problems with more advanced turbulence models or methods, such as Reynolds Stress 
Models (RSM), Large Eddy Simulations (LES) or even Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS). 
k models are paid less attention for its relatively unsatisfying behavior especially when 
computation resources are no longer a problem. It is worth to mention that k models truly 
have fairly good performances for many engineering problems with complicated geometries.

As stated in Pope [32] , the standard k model can give a quite accurate prediction of 
2D plane jets, while it overestimates the spreading rate of 3D round jets by about 40%. 
However, by modifying the model constants based on the measured velocity profiles, 
k models are able to predict the flow field of axisymmetric round jets more accurately. In 
recent years researchers such as Dally, Fletcher and Masri [27]  and Smith, Nathan and Dally 
[33] prove that a fixed value of the model constant = 1.60 for the turbulence production
term in the conservation equation of energy dissipation rate can give better predictions of
the centerline decay and radial spreading of turbulent round jets. Hence, in this work, a
modified k model with the model constants as below is employed as well.= 0.09, = 1.60, = 1.92, = 1.0, = 1.3.

One major assumption of the k  models is isotropic turbulence. More advanced 
turbulence models, like Reynolds Stress models, can predict a more accurate flow field when 
there are strong anisotropy and secondary flows. This was found in previous simulations done 
by Larsson et al. [3].

The Reynolds stress transport equation is + = + + ,
(3.11) 

where is the production tensor according to , (3.12)

is the velocity-pressure-gradient tensor which may be written as 
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1 + . (3.13)

In this expression p’ is the fluctuating pressure field and can also be decomposed 
into = ( ), (3.14)

where is the pressure-rate-of-strain tensor and ( ) is the Reynolds stress flux. 
In Paper A, the Speziale-Sarkar-Garski Reynolds Stress Model (SSG-RSM hereafter) is 

used and it is calibrated to perform well in shear flows according to Speziale et al. [34] . In 
SSG-RSM, the pressure-rate-of-strain is modeled as:= + 13 + 6+ + 23 + ,

(3.15)
where is the normalized mean rate of strain,

= = 12 + , (3.16)

is the normalized mean rate of rotation,

= = 12 , (3.17)

and is the normalized anisotropy tensor in Reynolds stress,= 2 = 13 . (3.18)

The model constants in SSG-RSM are= 3.4, = 1.8, = 4.2, = 0.8, = 1.3, = 1.25, = 0.4.
3.4 CFD set-up

To investigate the time-dependent flow field of the down-scaled simplified kiln model, 
the unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (uRANS) equations were used. In Paper A, , 
the time step was set to 0.5 ms, which is much smaller than previous numerical work by 
Larsson et al. [5]. The reason to this was convergence difficulties with SSG-RSM. In addition, 
the small time step can help to ensure no time-dependent feature is missed in the simulations. 
The total simulation time is 5.5 s, in which the transient statistics was taken between 4.5 ~ 5.5
s for time-averaging data. In Paper B, the standard k- model was applied and the time step 
was set to 1 ms based on the dimensionless time step tUb/D = 0.005 by Larsson et al. [4]. Ub

is the bulk velocity in the whole kiln, calculated from the total mass flow rate and kiln cross-
sectional area. The simulation time was 5.5 s to ensure a complete flow-through with Ub, and 
then the time-averaging was done from 5.5 to 7.5 s.
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The boundary conditions were taken from the experimental set-up of the case with even 
mass flow ratio between the upper and lower secondary channels according to the set-up in 
Larsson et al. [16]. The mass flow rates of the two secondary channels were both 1.08 kg/s 
and the jet inlet mass flow rate was about 0.03 kg/s. In Paper B with altering nozzle diameter, 
as a result from the fixed mass flow rate, the initial velocities were Uj = 27.70, 17.73, 12.31, 
and 9.04 m/s, respectively. The corresponding initial Re = 37240, 29792, 24827, and 21280. 
The jet and its interaction with the co-flows can be visualized by the scalar concentration 
field. Therefore at the jet inlet, the specific passive scalar concentration was set to 1.0 while 
at the two secondary channels it was set to 0.0. At the outlet, an average static pressure with a 
relative pressure of 0.0 Pa was applied.

A high-resolution advection scheme was applied to provide high accuracy. Instead of 
specifying a fixed value as in many other schemes, the high resolution advection schemes are 
designed with a nonlinear recipe for the blend factor by approximating the integrating point 
value with the upwind nodal value according to [35]: = + , (3.19)
where  is the integrating point value,  is the upwind nodal value,  is the blend factor, 

 is the nodal gradient, and  is the vector from the upwind node to the integrating point.  
The transient terms were discretized with a second order backward Euler scheme. The 

convergence criterion for the root-mean-square (RMS) residuals was below 10-6 for tight 
convergence and double precision was used. For each transient simulation, a corresponding 
steady state simulation was performed first with a lower convergence criterion of 10-5. The 
result was then used to initialize the transient simulation.
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4 Main Results and Discussion

4.1 Comparison of turbulence models – Paper A
From the instantaneous velocity contour at the last time step, the modified k- model 

predicts the longest jet among three models, and the flow field is quite similar to the SSG-
RSM result. The jet predicted by the standard k- model fluctuates less as compared to the 
other two cases, indicating a close to steady state flow. From the symmetry plane XOY
(Figure 4.1a) and XOZ (Figure 4.1b) it can be seen that the jet widths are different, in these 
two directions, revealing the jet spreading in the spanwise direction is asymmetric. In all cases 
there are low velocity regions at the upper kiln wall and behind the back plate as a 
consequence of the inclination of the flow from the upper channel and the existence of the 
back plate respectively. Inside these low-velocity regions recirculation zones may form.

Figure 4.1. Instantaneous velocity fields in symmetry plane (a) XOY, (b) XOZ, from the three 
turbulence models studied.

To prove this, time-averaged negative values of streamwise velocity in the main flow 
direction are plotted in Figure 4.2. The areas with negative velocity and thus the location of 
recirculation differ between the three models. In the time-averaged result from the standard 
k model, the upper recirculation starts at about 90 Dj or 1.35 D (kiln diameter, D = 0.1 m), 
while in the results from the modified k model and the SSG-RSM, it starts between 30 to 60 
Dj or nearly 0.5 D. The modified k model predicts the largest recirculation zone at the upper 
side of the kiln. In addition, there is another major recirculation formed behind the back plate 
in all three cases (see Figure 4.2b) in a similar manner as for flows over bluff-bodies and 
confined turbulent jets [36]. It can be seen from Figure 4.1a and Figure 4.2a that, this upper 
recirculation zone forms exactly after the upper co-flow starts to interact with the primary jet. 
It suppresses the jet downwards first, pushing the jet away from the upper kiln wall, then it
entrains the jet upwards again a bit further downstream, creating another smaller low-velocity 
region at the lower kiln wall (see the results from the modified k-e model and SSG-RSM in 
Figure 4.1a). 
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Figure 4.2. Backflow regions as disclosed by negative streamwise velocity from time-averaged 
velocity contours in symmetry plane (a) XOY, (b) XOZ, from the three turbulence models studied. 

Figure 4.3. Jet half width regions as calculated from the time-averaged (a) streamwise velocity, (b) 
scalar concentration at locations x = 10, 30, 60, 90 and 120 Dj, illustrating the jet development 

predicted by the three turbulence models studies.
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The jet half widths r1/2 as derived from Eq. (2.3) is one way to display the jet 
development, see Figure 4.3, where regions within the r1/2 are colored to show the ratio of 
local velocity or scalar concentration to the centerline values, respectively, at different 
streamwise locations. Near the jet inlet, the half width regions are close to a round circle and 
then because of the co-flows, they are more close to ellipses. The modified k model and the 
SSG-RSM results are more similar to ellipses and the SSG-RSM predicts the flattest jet half 
width regions among the three models. The finding of non-circular jets indicates that the 
development of the jets in the vertical direction is inhibited by the co-flows from the upper 
and lower secondary air channels. 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 4.4. The spreading of the jet of (a) streamwise velocity, (b) scalar concentration and 

centerline decay of (c) streamwise velocity, (d) scalar concentration with the three turbulence models, 
compared with experimental results by Larsson et al. [6]

The mean centerline decay and radial spreading are calculated From Eq. (2.1) - (2.3) 
with data from 30 - 50 Dj as summarized in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1. First of all, the standard 
k- model over estimates the centerline decay constant Bu and Bu , and the radial spreading 
rate of the scalar concentration S , while the prediction of velocity spreading S is accurate. 
The results from the modified k- model and the SSG-RSM are close to each other but they 
both behave poorly when predicting the centerline decay and spreading except the spreading 
rate of scalar concentration. The jets predicted with these two models decay and spread slower 
than that obtained with the standard k- model. So generally the standard k- model fit the 
PIV data best as to mean decay and spreading of velocity.
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Table 4.1. Comparison of centerline decay and spreading between the simulations in this work and 
experiments in Larsson et al. 

x/Dj=30-50 
Streamwise velocity Scalar concentration

Bu S Bu S
The standard k- model 4.78 0.122 4.23 0.124
The modified k- model 6.42 0.085 6.20 0.089

SSG-RSM 5.77 0.085 5.61 0.085
Larsson et al. [16] 4.25 0.124 25.19* 0.083

* The main reason is the low decay rate (1/Bu = 0.040) measured by Larsson et al. [16], in which there was a
slight misalignment of the laser sheet with the small nozzle where the jet emerged. This resulted in an incorrect
C0 and, hence, a too low decay rate of the concentration 1/BC was predicted.

4.2 Reynolds number dependency – Paper B
As shown in Paper A and section 4.1, the standard k- model gives results closest to the 

PIV measurement in Larsson et al. [6] as compared to the other models discussed. Hence this 
model is used when modelling four cases where Dj = 0.0012, 0.0015, 0.0018 and 0.0021 m. 
The purpose is to investigate how Re affects the characteristics of the jet regarding, for 
instance, the mean centerline decay and radial spreading and the mixing between the jet and 
co-flows. With the same initial mass flow rate 0.031 kg/s as in the PIV measurement by 
Larsson et al. [6], the jet initial velocities are Uj = 27.70, 17.73, 12.31, and 9.04 m/s for the 
four cases. The corresponding initial Re are 37240, 29792, 24827, and 21280. Among these 
four cases, the one with Dj = 0.0015 m is seen as the standard case since this geometry is built 
based on the experimental setting used in the measurement by Larsson et al [6]. 

Instantaneous streamwise velocity contours taken at the last time step reveal major 
differences in the flow field for the four cases, see Figure 4.5 where the streamwise velocity is 
scaled with the bulk velocity Ub. Generally, the jet length increases with Re, see the high 
velocity region after the jet issues into the kiln. The velocity, however, decreases faster when 
Re is higher, see the medium velocity region far downstream, indicating that the jet decays 
faster. The low-velocity region formed near the upper kiln wall orients the jet by suppressing 
it downwards further downstream. Inside the low velocity zone a recirculation zone is formed, 
see Figure 4.6, in addition to the inner recirculation zone inside the jet near the jet exit.  

Figure 4.5 Instantaneous streamwise velocity contours at the asymmetry plane XOY. Back flow 
regions disclosed by negative streamwise velocity are marked with non-colored contour lines
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Recirculation zones including internal recirculation zones, IRZ, inside the jet, and 
external recirculation zones, ERZ, outside the jet, are of higest importance for the diffusion 
flame because of its direct influence on the mixing between the fuel and oxidizer. The scalar 
concentration fields visualize the distribution of the passive scalar added into the jet, see 
Figure 4.7. The ERZ formed in the upper part of the kiln influences the scalar distribution by 
entraining the passive scalar upwards till the wall. This effect vanishes when Re decreases. 
Since the passive scalar can represent the distribution of chemical species on some level, this 
finding indicates that there might be some extra recirculation of chemical radicals from the 
fuel in the upper part of the kiln and unwanted reactions might occur in this region, resulting 
in an unstable flame and a possible thermal fatigue of the wall materials there.

Figure 4.6 Upper recirculation zone as disclosed by negative streamwise velocity in symmetry plane 
XOY. Time-averaged data.

From the velocity and scalar concentration fields, it is found that the upper ERZ is 
influenced by Re as well. With aid of the turbulence kinetic energy profiles for the vertical 
centerline inside the cut plane taken at x = 0.09 m (60 Dj in the standard case), see Figure 4.7, 
a large scale flow motion outside the jet can be identified, even if it is weak compared to the 
jet. This flow motion corresponds to the ERZ. With increasing Re, the boundary of the ERZ
moves inwards to the jet centerline and the turbulence kinetic energy increases, indicating that 
the recirculation zone is enlarged and enhanced, see the location and value of the second peak 
of turbulence kinetic energy in upper part of the kiln in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.7 Scalar concentration fields in symmetry plane XOY. Time-averaged data.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8 Normalized turbulence kinetic energy profiles on the vertical centerline at streamwise 

location x = 0.09 m, (a) /Uc
2~Y, (b) lg( /Uc

2/Y)

The mean centerline decay and radial spreading data are calculated and summarized in 
Table 4.2. By comparison to the measurement, the standard k-  model over predicts the 
centerline decay constant Bu by about 45% and spreading rate of scalar concentration S by 
about 20%. The prediction of the spreading rate of velocity S is more accurate with an error of 
about 3%. 

Table 4.2 The calculated centerline decay and radial spreading constants

Re
Bu Bu S S

This 
work

Larsson 
et al.[6]

This 
work

Larsson 
et al.[6]

This 
work

Larsson 
et al.[6]

This 
work

Larsson 
et al.[6]

21,280 6.58 - 5.02 - 0.121 - 0.089 -
24,827 6.19 4.25 4.95 - 0.120 0.124 0.100 0.083
29,792 6.03 - 4.92 - 0.119 - 0.109 -
37,240 5.22 - 4.92 - 0.118 - 0.120 -

The difference between the predictions for the cases studied in Paper A (section 4.1) 
and Paper B (section 4.2) could be due to the different nozzles in the kiln model. For the 
simulations in Paper A, 4.1, a straight round pipe nozzle was used, while in Paper B, 4.2, a 
uniform mass flow rate was applied directly at the jet inlet surface to approximate a top-hat 
velocity profile. This alteration is based on Re dependency studies by Mi et al. [20]. Several 
experimental results were reviewed on turbulent round jets with different jet nozzles. One of 
their findings is that jets issuing from long straight pipes are more independent on the initial 
Re. Most importantly, the jet nozzle used in measurement by Larsson et al. [6] was a smooth 
contraction nozzle. Based on these facts, a uniform mass flow rate was applied at the jet exit
surface in Paper B (section 4.2).  

From the profiles of Uj/Uc and j/ c shown in Figure 4.9a and b, the potential core of 
the jet extends till about 6 Dj. With higher Re, the mean centerline velocity decays faster as 
discussed before, see Figure 4.9a, while the decay of scalars are not significantly affected, see 
Figure 4.8b. The spreading rate of the scalar S increases with Re, logically corresponding to 
faster decay rates. An opposite trend is found in the spreading rate of the velocity S,it slightly 
decreases with Re, which agrees with the spreading rate difference found in the measurements 
by Antonia and Bilger [21]. This discrepancy of radial spreading of the velocity and passive 
scalar could be a result from the ERZ. As shown before, the ERZ is enhanced as Re increases, 
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and it suppresses the jet downwards, see Figure 4.5 and 4.6. Hence the jet development in the 
spanwise direction is restrained. At the same time it entrains the scalar upwards, prompting 
the scalar spreading in spanwise direction.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 4.9 The centerline decay of streamwise velocity (a), and scalar concentration (b), and 
radial spreading of streamwise velocity (c), and scalar concentration (d), time-averaged data.

As reviewed in Table 2.1 and also by Zarruk and Cowen [15], the decay constant Bu of 
the velocity increases with initial Re and becomes almost constant for Re > 20000. In this 
work the Re in all four cases are above this threshold value. The first possible reason to the Re
dependency found in this work is that, with higher Re, the velocity difference between the jet 
and co-flows increases. Therefore there is a stronger shear at the boundary between the jet and 
the surrounding flow, which enhances the mixing between them. This can also be identified 
from the radial profile of turbulence shear stress plotted based on the Boussinesq eddy 
viscosity assumption Eq. (3.6) at the streamwise locations x = 0.015, 0.045 and 0.09 m in the 
vertical direction, see Figure 4.10. 

At x = 0.015 m (10 Dj downstream in the standard case), clearly when Re increases, the 
shear layer is stronger and the radial distance from it to the jet centerline is larger, indicating 
the location where the strong mixing between the jet and co-flows happens is more outwards. 
In other word, the jet is wider with higher Re. The difference of the peak value of shear stress 

with various Re becomes smaller further downstream at x = 0.045 and 0.09 m, revealing 
this effect of shear enhancement vanishes.

Secondly, it was found in earlier work by Larsson et al. [3,5,6], that the two merging co-
flows over the back plate cause vortex shedding. After introducing the primary jet the vortex 
shedding is inhibited, and its breakdown prompts the small scale mixing. As concluded by 
Smith et al. [37], a smoothly contraction pipe nozzle has lower initial turbulence level while it 
produces more coherent structures compared to a long straight round pipe. A smoothly 
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contraction jet nozzle will generate a top-hat velocity profile and this is what the uniform 
mass flow rate at the jet exit surface as boundary condition in this work is aiming for. 
However, as told by the assumption of the model itself and concluded by Smith et al. [37], the 
k-  models are not capable of capturing the underlying structures, that is, vortex shedding in 
the kiln model involved in this work and how it affects the jet development with various Re. 

(a) (b)

(c)
Figure 4.10 The radial profile of shear stress / ~ / / at (a) x = 0.015 m, (b) x = 0.045 m, and 

(c) x = 0.09 m (corresponding to 10, 30, and 45 Dj in the standard case) in vertical direction
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
A virtual model of a rotary kiln used in sintering of iron ore pellets was built based on 

previous experimental and numerical work of Larsson et al. [3–6]. In the comparison of three 
different turbulence models, the standard k- model gives the closest prediction to the 
previous PIV measurement. Both the modified k- model for turbulent round jets and SSG-
RSM over predict the mean centerline decay constants and radial spreading rates. All three 
turbulence models predict an asymmetric development of the primary jet. Backflow is found 
near the upper kiln wall.

With the standard k- model, the dependency on Reynolds number (Re) of the jet 
development was investigated by altering the nozzle diameter Dj in the simulations. The 
external recirculation zone (ERZ) formed near the upper kiln wall found in both Paper A and 
B orientates the jet by suppressing it and restraining the jet development in the spanwise 
direction. It also entrains the passive scalar upwards and improves the scalar mixing. The 
impact from the ERZ on the jet development is weakened further downstream.

In previous studies of axisymmetric turbulent round jets by other researchers, it can be 
concluded that above certain threshold values of Re (i.e >20,000), the mean centerline decay 
and radial spreading constants will not significantly change. In this work, besides the 
turbulent round jet, there are two co-flows separated by a back plate, resulting in that the 
problem may be viewed as a bluff body jet with asymmetric co-flows. In this work, it is found 
that the centerline decay constants decrease with Re, meaning a faster centerline decay of both 
the velocity and scalar concentration with higher Re. The spreading rate of the scalar 
concentration increases with Re correspondingly. The spreading rate of the velocity is not 
significantly changed and even slightly decreases with Re because the upper ERZ suppresses 
the jet in the spanwise direction. One of the possible reasons to the Re dependency is the 
increased shear between the jet and surrounding flow when Re increases and it promotes the 
mixing between them. Secondly, in previous work it is suggested that the breakdown of the 
vortex shedding behind the back plate enhances the small scale mixing. The influence from
such underlying structures could also be changed by Re and then further affect the jet 
development. However, k- models are not able to capture vortex shedding and how it affects 
the flow field with various Re.

Since this is an industrial problem and closely related to the reality, a compromise 
between computational effort and accuracy of the modeling is sometimes necessary. Based on 
the current conclusions, more advanced turbulence models should be considered in order to 
resolve the details of how Re or other initial conditions affect the jet development. Large 
Eddy Simulation (LES) can be one of the options. In addition, more measurements are of 
great importance for both better validation of the simulations and a more thorough
understanding of the flow field. Finally in the future, a simple combustion model can be 
added into the simulations to further model the case more close to reality.
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ABSTRACT
Rotary kilns used in the iron pellet production in the grate-

kiln pelletizing process normally have two asymmetric 
secondary air channels. The primary jet is ejected from a burner 
located in the middle of a back plate. As a consequence of the 
high flow rates and irregular-shaped secondary air channels, the 
aerodynamics in the kiln is strongly connected to the combustion 
and sintering performance. In this work a Computational Fluid 
Dynamics study is performed on a downscaled, simplified kiln 
model established in earlier numerical and experimental work. 
Comparisons are made with the experiment and among three 
turbulence models, the standard k model, a k model 
modified for turbulent axisymmetric round jets and Speziale-
Sarkar-Garski Reynolds Stress Model (SSG-RSM hereafter).
Recirculation regions with negative axial velocity are found at
the upper side of the kiln and behind the back plate. Results from 
the standard k model have the best fit to the experimental data 
regarding the centerline decay and the jet spreading of the 
velocity. The spreading rate of the scalar concentration 
calculated from the results with the modified k model and the 
SSG-RSM fit better with the experiment, but they both 
underestimate the centerline decay and the spreading of the 
velocity. The modified k model yields a more physical and 
realistic flow field compared to the standard k model, and the 
results are close to those obtained with the SSG-RSM. Unlike 
the isotropic development of the jet predicted with the standard 
k model, the modified k model and the SSG-RSM show 
different development of the jet in the horizontal and vertical 
directions.

1 INTRODUCTION
A rotary kiln is a continuously fed, rotating, and normally 

inclined industrial furnace widely used in limestone calcination, 
cement industry and hazardous waste incineration [1,2]. The 
concept has been developed for more than one century and has 
mainly been based on empirical studies. This has opened up for 
more detailed and theoretical studies including aspects like heat 
transfer, bed mixing and combustion [3–6] to understand and 
further improve the efficiency of the process.

In a rotary kiln, the fuel and air need to be mixed for 
combustion, and therefore the aerodynamics of the kiln strongly 
affects the combustion process and efficiency. Khan et al. [7]
modeled a full-scale rotary kiln incinerator with a one-step 
methane combustion reaction and the turbulence model involved 
was the standard k . The results show that the combustion rates 
are mixing limited, not kinetic limited. In the exit of the kiln, 
there are a recirculation region resulting from leak air and a 
strong stratification of temperature and combustion products 
caused by mixing and buoyancy. Leger et al. [8] reached the 
same conclusions about the recirculation and stratification 
problems in the exit of the kiln by Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) simulation and comparison with experimental 
work. Despite the geometries of the real kilns, the flame in a
rotary kiln is a confined diffusion jet flame with a co-flow of 
secondary air that has not yet been completely understood [9]. A 
large amount of both experimental and numerical research work 
have been published about turbulent jets since the 1940s [10,11]
but still a lot of research is going on regarding non-reactive and 
combusting jets. Common for most published work on turbulent 
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jets is that the geometry is axisymmetric, and the secondary air 
is ejected from an annular inlet co-axial to the primary jet. The 
geometry considered in this work is different because of the 
asymmetric upper and lower secondary air channels connected 
to the cooler and a non-circular back plate separating the 
secondary air channels. In this back plate the burner is located 
and the system can be considered as two almost parallel flows 
merging over a bluff body according to Larsson et al. [12]. When 
the primary jet is introduced, the case becomes a confined jet 
mixing with two asymmetric co-flows.

This work is a part of a multi-stage project regarding the
aerodynamics within industrial rotary kilns used in iron pellets 
sintering processes [12–16], in which a down-scaled, simplified 
kiln model has been established. CFD simulations regarding two 
merging secondary air flows and experimental work about the 
flow field with the primary jet have been done in succession to 
investigate the flow field in this kiln model [12,14–16]. It was 
found that the vortex shedding behind the back plate in the case 
without primary jet was inhibited when the primary jet was
introduced. The work presented in this paper describes the 
mixing between the primary jet and the asymmetric co-flows via
CFD simulations. The focus is on the flow motion of a non-
reactive, single-phase, incompressible cold flow (water is used 
here) in order to validate the simulation results with the previous 
experimental work by Larsson et al. [16].

2 METHOD
In this section the virtual model, the governing equations, 

the turbulence models and the numerical set-up are described and 
the results from a grid-independent study are presented.
2.1 Geometry and grid

Figure 1. The grate-kiln process and the kiln hood [15]

The rotary kiln in the grate-kiln process has two secondary 
air channels connected to the cooler (see Figure 1) and the inlet 
geometry is quite complicated compared to a burner with co-
axial co-flows. In the current stage of this project, the geometry 
is simplified to a fixed horizontal cylinder with constant cross-
section neglecting the pellet bed (see Figure 2) to reveal the 
details about the aerodynamics of the kiln. 

The commercial meshing software ANSYS ICEM CFD is
used for generating the geometry and the mesh. The down-
scaled, simplified model consists of two asymmetric secondary 
air channels, a back plate between them with a close to 
rectangular shape, the burner located in the center of the back 
plate, and the kiln. The kiln diameter D = 0.1 m and the jet exit 
diameter Dj = 1.5 mm. Because of the low rotating speed (about 

4 degrees per second), the kiln is assumed to be stationary in 
current stage. The upper channel for the secondary air has a 15
inclination angle to the kiln and the lower channel is parallel to 
the kiln.

Figure 2. Geometry of the down-scaled and virtual rotary kiln 

Because of the relatively complicated geometry at where 
the burner connects to the kiln, a hybrid mesh is used in this 
region. The burner and a small cylinder after the jet exit are 
meshed with tetrahedral grids while other parts of the mesh are
built with a structured hexagonal grid with multiple o-grids. To 
perform the grid-independent study, three grids are generated as
coarse, medium and fine with approximately 0.5, 1.3 and 3 
million nodes, respectively. The grid refinement factors defined 
in Celik et al. [17] between each two grids are about 1.3. For the 
fine mesh the area-averaged y plus value at the wall is about 25.
Hence in this work, with all the three turbulence models, wall 
functions are applied.

2.2 Governing equations 
The continuity equation and the Navier-Stokes equations 

describing the mass and momentum transfer are:

(1)

(2)

The left hand side in (2) is the material derivative of velocity 
component of the flow field that can be expressed as

(3)

where xi is the location, p is the pressure and is the kinematic 
viscosity. The Reynolds decomposition of the turbulent velocity 
field gives the Reynolds equations based on the Navier-Stokes 
equations as:

(4)

which cannot be solved due to the 6 components of the Reynolds 
stresses . These stresses consist of an isotropic and an 
anisotropic part according to:

(5)
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where k(x,t) is the turbulent kinetic energy, is the Kronecker 
delta, is the anisotropic part which according to the specific 
assumption in the turbulent-viscosity hypothesis [18] can be 
determined from:

(6)

Here is turbulent viscosity being the key term when deriving
the Reynolds stresses. Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) models, based on solving the anisotropic stresses ,
can be divided into eddy-viscosity models (both linear and non-
linear) with the aim to model , and Reynolds stress models in 
which 6 equations for the Reynolds stresses are solved.

For comparison to experiments with concentration fields it 
is handy to introduce a passive scalar also in the numerical 
model. The Reynolds-averaged scalar transport equation is:

(7)
where is the volumetric conserved quantity of the passive 
scalar, represents the fluctuating scalar field, is the 
molecular diffusivity, is the turbulent eddy viscosity, and 

is the turbulent Schmidt number which was set as a constant
of 0.7 according to research work regarding axisymmetric free 
jet flows by Tominaga and Stathopoulos [19] and Mejía et al.
[20]. The term represents kinematic diffusivity of the 
passive scalar while represents the Reynolds-averaged 
source term.

2.3 Turbulence models
The standard k model is widely used in industrial 

problems and solves two equations for turbulent kinetic energy k
and the energy dissipation rate 

(9)

where is the production term, and the turbulent viscosity is 
specified as:

(10)

The standard k model is typically referred to that developed by
Launder and Sharma [21]. The model constants are:

Later Pope proposed a modification to the model constant
in the standard k- model for axisymmetric round jets [22].

It was, furthermore found by researchers such as Dally et al. [23]
and Smith et al. [24] that a fixed value of of 1.60 can give 
a better prediction of the decay and spreading rates of the non-
reactive free jet flows compared to experiments. Therefore in the 
modified k model used in this work, the model constants are:

However, one major assumption of the k models is 
isotropic turbulence. More advanced turbulence models, like
Reynolds Stress models, can predict a more accurate flow field 
when there are strong anisotropy and secondary flows. This was 
found in previous simulations done by Larsson et al. [12]. The 
Reynolds stress transport equation is

(11)
where is the production tensor according to

(12)

and where is the velocity-pressure-gradient tensor which 
may be written as

(13)

In this expression p’ is the fluctuating pressure field and can 
also be decomposed into

(14)

where is the pressure-rate-of-strain tensor and is the 
Reynolds stress flux.

In this work, the Speziale-Sarkar-Garski Reynolds Stress 
Model (SSG-RSM hereafter) is used and it is calibrated to 
perform well in shear flows according to Speziale et al. [25]. In 
the SSG-RSM, the pressure-rate-of-strain is modeled as:

(15)
where is the normalized mean rate of strain,

(16)

is the normalized mean rate of rotation,

(17)

and is the normalized anisotropy tensor in Reynolds stress,

(18)

The model constants in SSG-RSM are

2.4 CFD set-up
To investigate the time-dependent flow field of this down-

scaled simplified kiln model, the unsteady Reynolds-averaged 
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Navier-Stokes (uRANS) equations were used. The time-step was 
set to 0.5 ms based on the experimental evidence that the 
shedding frequency in the case without the primary jet was 12 
Hz. The previous numerical work by Larsson et al. [12] used a 
time step of 3.5 ms (tUb/D = 0.01) where Ub denotes the bulk 
velocity in the kiln and the corresponding time step within one 
shedding frequency was 80. In the experimental work by Larsson 
et al. [16] it was found that the vortex shedding is more or less 
inhibited by introducing the primary jet, but in the current study 
a small enough time step was still chosen in order to avoid 
missing possible information. The mixing process was simulated 
for 5.5 seconds with three turbulence models using the chosen 
time step, and the transient statistics between 4.5 and 5.5 seconds 
were gathered for time-averaging.

The boundary conditions were taken from the experimental
set-up of the case with even mass flow ratio between the upper 
and lower secondary channels according to the set-up in Larsson 
et al. [16]. The mass flow rates of the two secondary channels 
were 1.08 kg/s and the jet inlet velocity was 17.73 m/s. At the jet 
inlet, was set to 1.0 while at the two secondary channels it 
was set to 0.0. In this way the jet and the interaction between the 
co-flows and the jet can be visualized by the concentration field. 
At the outlet, an average static pressure with a relative pressure 
of 0.0 Pa was applied.

The advection scheme used was high resolution to provide 
higher accuracy. Instead of specifying a fixed value as in other 
schemes, the high resolution advection schemes are designed 
with a nonlinear recipe for the blend factor by approximating 
the integrating point value with the upwind nodal value [26]:

(19)
where is the integrating point value, is the upwind 
nodal value, is the blend factor, is the nodal gradient, 
and is the vector from the upwind node to the integrating 
point. 

The transient terms were discretized with a second order 
backward Euler scheme. The convergence criterion for the root-
mean-square (RMS) residuals was below 10-6 for tight
convergence and double precision was used. For each turbulence 
model, a steady state simulation was performed first with a lower 
convergence criterion of 10-5. The result was then used to 
initialize the transient simulation.

2.5 Grid-independent study
The grid-independent study was performed by steady state 

and transient simulations with the standard k- model. The 
spreading rate S of the axial velocity (the velocity component 
along the kiln) and the axial velocity at 120 Dj (1.8 D) on the 
geometrical centerline were chosen as the global and local 
variables respectively for the grid-independent study. The data 
from 30 to 50, Dj (0.45 to 0.75 D) were used for curve fitting 
the centerline decay rates and jet spreading rates as in Larsson et 
al. [16].

The spreading rate is an important variable describing the 
jet spreading with increasing axial distance from the nozzle. The 
definition of S is:

(20)
where is the jet half width, defined as where the mean axial 
velocity equals half of the centerline axial velocity [18], x is the 
axial location of the observation point, and x0 is the axial location 
of the virtual origin generated by the linear fitting. The half 
widths can be used to visualize the jet development.

The differences between each two grids were estimated as

(21)

where y represents the chosen global and local variables for the 
grid-independent study, n is the number of grids.

Table 1. The grid-independent study with three grids
Grid 1 Grid 2 Grid 3

Nodes (million) 0.5 1.3 3
Stead state simulation

Spreading rate S 0.1250 0.1228 0.1225
Error (%) 1.76% 0.24%

Centerline velocity at 120 Dj (m/s) 0.8340 0.8600 0.8755
Error (%) -3.12% -1.80%

Transient simulation (time-averaged results)
Spreading rate S 0.1241 0.1229 0.1228

Error (%) 0.97% 0.08%
Centerline velocity at 120 Dj (m/s) 0.8211 0.8663 0.8707

Error (%) -5.50% -0.50%

The grid-independent study with steady state and transient 
simulation shows that the spreading rates of axial velocity differ 
slightly between the three grids, and the differences between 
each two grids are becoming smaller as shown in Table 1. Here 
the 3rd grid, being the finest, is used for further investigation with 
other turbulence models.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results are scrutinized qualitatively and quantitatively. 

Instantaneous velocity and vorticity contours from different 
views are utilized for overall descriptions of the flow field. The 
time-averaged results from the three turbulence models are then
compared with each other and with the previous experiment by 
Larsson et al. [16]. The spreading and centerline decay are 
chosen to characterize the jet quantitatively.
3.1 Instantaneous flow field

Compared to the instantaneous velocity contours predicted 
by the modified k model and SSG-RSM, the result of the 
standard k model is quite stable and similar to a time-averaged 
flow field, see Figure 3. The modified k- model and the SSG-
RSM yield more realistic flow fields based on observations and 
measurements in the previous experiment by Larsson et al. [16].
The modified k- model, where the model constant has 
been increased from 1.44 to 1.6 in the dissipation transport 
equation, has been proven to lead to more accurate prediction of 
the flow field, especially the recirculation zone, in turbulent 
bluff-body jets [23]. The SSG-RSM accounts for the anisotropic 
part of the Reynolds stress tensor and is consequently suitable 
for flows with strong anisotropy. Also, the modified k model 
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yields a jet that is much longer than the other two models. It can 
also be seen that the jet spreads more in the horizontal symmetry 
plane compared to the vertical symmetry plane, especially in the 
modified k and SSG-RSM results, see Figure 3.

In all cases low velocity regions occur at the upper side of 
the kiln and behind the back plate as a consequence of the 
inclination of the flow from the upper secondary channel and the 
existence of the back plate. Inside these zones the fluid 
recirculates, which will be further discussed when dealing with 
the time-averaged flow field.

Figure 3. Instantaneous dimensionless velocity U/Ub (Ub is the bulk velocity) 
contour in (a) the vertical, (b) the horizontal symmetry plane, showing the 

differences between the turbulence models

Instantaneous vorticity contours with the dimensionless 
spanwise vorticity reveal that there is no vortex 
shedding (see Figure 4) in contrast to the results in Larsson et al. 
[12]. The reason could be the effect of introducing the primary 
jet, which agrees with the finding in earlier PIV and PLIF 
measurements by Larsson et al. [16]. In the vorticity contour 
from SSG-RSM, some instabilities can be seen at the interface 
between the primary jet and co-flows behind the back plate, but,
as stated, this does not results in vortex shedding. 

Figure 4. Instantaneous spanwise vorticity contours at the final time step

3.2 Time-averaged flow field
Regions with negative axial velocity in the vertical and 

horizontal symmetry planes further illustrate the recirculation 
zones mentioned in the description of the instantaneous flow 
fields. In the time-averaged result from the standard k model,
see Figure 5a, the upper recirculation starts at about 90 Dj or 1.35 
D, while in the results from the modified k model and the SSG-
RSM, it starts between 30 to 60 Dj or nearly 0.5 D.

Besides the location, the size and shape of the area of 
recirculation differs among the three turbulence models too. The 
modified k model predicts the largest recirculation at the upper 
side of the kiln. In addition to the recirculation at the upper side, 

there is another major recirculation formed behind the back plate 
in all three cases (see Figure 5b) in a similar manner as for flows 
over bluff-bodies and confined turbulent jets [1].

Figure 5. Backflow regions presented by negative axial velocity from time-
averaged velocity contours in (a) the vertical, (b) the horizontal symmetry 

plane, showing the differences in both locations and areas of the recirculation

The time-averaged axial velocity contours (see Figure 6)
furthermore reveal the locations and development of 
recirculation along the axial direction. The predictions from the 
modified k model and the SSG-RSM are similar while the 
recirculation is much stronger when the modified k model is 
applied. In the result of the standard k model, the locations of 
recirculation are completely different from the other two models.
Recirculation is highly connected to combustion stability 
because of its contribution to circulating combustion products 
back towards the flame and further affecting the ignition point 
and stabilizing the flame [27].

Figure 6. Time-averaged velocity contours with negative axial velocity from 
axial direction at locations of 10, 30, 60, 90, 120 Dj, illustrating the areas and 

locations of recirculation predicted by the different turbulence models
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For a self-similar turbulent round jet, besides the spreading 
rate described in the previous text, another important 
characteristic is the centerline decay. The mean velocity of the 
jet at the centerline, Uc, decays with the axial distance from the 
nozzle linearly [18,28] as:

(22)

And similarly the concentration decays as

(23)

where the constants 1/BU and 1/BC are the decay rates, U0 is the 
jet exit velocity and C0 is the jet exit concentration.

Data from 30 to 50 Dj downstream the jet nozzle are used 
for fitting the centerline decay rates and jet spreading rates as in 
Larsson et al. [16]. After the wake region (extending to about 25 
Dj), the jet starts to decay fast. From the comparison between the 
three turbulence models, it is found that the centerline decay and 
the jet spreading from the modified k and SSG-RSM are close
to each other. They both predict smaller decay rates and
spreading rates of the axial velocity and the scalar concentration
than the standard k model. A comparison to the experiment by 
Larsson et al. [16] reveals that the spreading rate and the 
centerline decay rate of the velocity (see Figure 7a and 7c),
predicted by the standard k model are closest to the 
experiment. For the spreading of the scalar concentration (see 
Figure 7b and Table 2), the calculated spreading rates from the 
results of the modified k model and the SSG-RSM fit better 
with the one from the experiment.

(a) (b) 

(c) (d)
Figure 7. The spreading of the jet of (a) axial velocity, (b) scalar concentration 
and centerline decay of (c) axial velocity, (d) scalar concentration with the three 
turbulence models, compared with experimental results by Larsson et al. [16]

The decay rate of the scalar 1/BC calculated in this work is 
much larger than in the experiment by Larsson et al. [16] (see 
Figure 7d). The main reason is the low decay rate (1/BC = 
0.040) measured by Larsson et al. [16], in which there was a

slight misalignment of the laser sheet with the small nozzle 
where the jet exited. It resulted in an incorrect C0 and, hence, a
too low decay rate of the concentration 1/BC was predicted. 
Table 2. Comparison of centerline decay and spreading properties of this work 

with experiments by Larsson et al. [16]  

x/Dj=30~50
Axial velocity Scalar

BU SU BC SC

The standard k- model 4.78 0.122 4.23 0.124
The modified k- model 6.42 0.085 6.20 0.089

SSG-RSM 5.77 0.085 5.61 0.085
Larsson et al. [16] 4.25 0.124 25.19 0.083

The jet half width regions can help to visualize the 
development of the jets (see Figure 8). The result from the 
standard k model shows a quite isotropic development of the 
primary jet and the half width regions are close to a round circle. 
The modified k model and the SSG-RSM results are more 
similar to ellipses and the SSG-RSM predicts the flattest jet half 
width regions among the three models. The flat jet can be a result 
of the effect of the co-flows on the primary jet, where the 
development of the jet in the lateral direction may be inhibited 
by the co-flows from the upper and lower secondary air channels. 
Since the Reynolds stress model accounts for anisotropy in the 
flow, it predicts a more elliptical development of the jet. In the 
experiment by Larsson et al. [16] only the vertical symmetry 
plane was investigated so additional experiments need to be 
carried out for a validation of this observation. It is still safe to 
say that the simulation results imply that the asymmetric co-
flows strongly affects the development of the jet and it cannot be 
assumed that the jet spreads equally in all directions.

Figure 8. Jet half width regions calculated by the time-averaged (a) axial 
velocity, (b) scalar concentration at axial locations of 10, 30, 60, 90 and 120 Dj,

illustrating the jet development predicted by the different turbulence models
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4 Conclusion
Simulations with three turbulence models show strong and 

large recirculation zones, one at the upper side of the kiln and
another behind the back plate. This indicates a possibility of a
circulation of combustion products and a transport of them back 
towards the flame, which could affect the ignition point and 
flame stability in the real kiln. A comparison among the three
turbulence models and with the experiment shows that the result 
from the standard k model agrees best with the previous 
experiment regarding the centerline decay and the jet spreading
of the velocity, while the calculated spreading rate of the 
concentration from the modified k model and the SSG-RSM 
agree better with the experiment. 

The modified k model yields a flow field that is similar 
to that obtained with the SSG-RSM and more physical and 
realistic as compared to that attained with the standard 
k model Unlike the isotropic development of the jet predicted 
with the standard k model, the modified k model and the 
SSG-RSM result in different developments of the jet in the 
horizontal and vertical symmetry planes. This may be traced to 
an influence from the flow in the upper and lower secondary 
channels. Results in this work reveal that more experiments need 
to be carried out, preferably in the horizontal symmetry plane, to 
accurately conclude which turbulence model that performs best 
and to gain better understanding of the aerodynamics of rotary 
kilns.
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ABSTRACT

In the rotary kiln in the grate-kiln system for an iron ore pellets sintering process, a long and 
stable jet flame is needed for an even temperature profile to ensure the continuity of the sintering. 
The geometry of the kiln in focus in this work brings an unstable flow field which can affect the 
combustion stability and sintering quality. The primary jet issuing from the nozzle interacts with two 
asymmetric co-flows of air from the cooler. To understand and further improve the flow field, the 
kiln aerodynamics needs to be investigated both experimentally and numerically. In this work, a 
simplified virtual model of the rotary kiln is built based on the down-scaled model established in 
previous experimental work. CFD simulations with the standard k- model are performed with 
different initial Reynolds number of the jet by altering the nozzle diameter. The velocity field is 
investigated, as well as the mixing by tracing a passive scalar in the flow. An external recirculation 
zone (ERZ) is formed near the upper kiln wall, affecting the jet by suppressing it in spanwise 
direction. The ERZ also entrains the passive scalars upwards to the kiln wall, which can promote the 
mixing between species in the real reactive case. The standard k- model over predicts the centerline 
decay constant and spreading rate of the scalar concentration while the prediction of the spreading 
rate of the velocity is quite accurate. The model is capable of predicting a Re dependency of the mean 
centerline decay and radial spreading of the primary jet. With increasing initial Re, the centerline 
decay constants of the velocity and passive scalar decrease. Correspondingly, the spreading rate of 
the passive scalar concentration increases. This is partly a result of the stronger shear brought by the 
increasing velocity ratio between the jet and co-flows and the stronger entrainment from the ERZ 
when Re increases. Another reason could be the limitation of k- models. It is not able to capture the 
vortex shedding and the enhancement of the small scale mixing brought by the vortex shedding break 
down after introducing the primary jet. To further validate of the simulations and gain a more 
thorough understanding of the flow field, more measurements are necessary as well as simulations
with more advanced turbulence models.

Keywords: Turbulent jet; Co-flow; Asymmetry; Reynolds number.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Jet flow has been widely investigated from the 1900s for its numerous applications. Great 
efforts have been made to measure turbulent axisymmetric jets issuing into quiescent environment 
to understand the flow pattern [1–5]. Due to the extensive applications in engineering problems, jets 
ejecting into moving co-flows are of great interest to researchers as well. Named a “jet-wake” by 
Antonia and Bilger [6], the interactions between jets and the surrounding flows make the flow field 
more complicated. The well-established self-preserving property of turbulent axisymmetric jets is 
no longer inherent for jets in co-flows [4,7]. The major focus has been on jets in axisymmetric co-
flows and the most studied cases are co-axial jets. Few researchers focus on jets with asymmetric 
co-flows despite the fact that they are also widely applied in industrial combustors.

In the grate-kiln system for the iron ore pellet sintering process, a rotary kiln with one primary 
jet flow and two asymmetric co-flows from secondary air channels connected to the cooler is used
[8]. The two air channels provide excessive air for both the combustion and other important parts of 
the pelletizing process. As a result of the high flow rate and irregular shape of the air channels, the 
kiln performance is highly connected to the kiln aerodynamics, especially the development of the 
primary jet.

The initial exit conditions of a jet such as nozzle geometry and initial Reynolds number (Re)
can have effect on the jet development. Since about four decades ago, the conclusion of a universal 
self-similarity for all jets has started to be challenged [9]. Boersma et al. [10] performed DNS 
simulations of jets with low Re and different initial velocity profiles. Their conclusion agree with 
earlier research by George [9] that there is no universal self-similarity among jets with different 
initial conditions. Mi et al. [11] reviewed early experimental research on turbulent round jets issuing
from different nozzles. They found that jets issuing from a smooth contraction nozzle has a larger 
spreading rate than jets issuing from a long straight round pipe. Moreover, the influence of the 
initial Re on the jet development in the self-similar far field depends on the type of nozzle as well. 
Jets will have a larger centerline decay constant of a passive scalar concentration with increasing 
initial Re if the jet issues from a smooth contraction pipe. A jet issuing from a long straight pipe is
more independent of initial Re.

By reviewing some of the experimental work regarding turbulent round jets with smoothly 
contracting jet nozzles with various Re ranges (Todde et al. [12], Burattini and Antonia [13],
Weisgraber and Liepmann [14], Mistry and Dawson [15], Falcone and Cataldo [16], and Hussein et 
al. [5]), the same conclusion as in Zarruk and Cowen [17] can be drawn, that there is no universal 
Re dependency of the jet mean centerline decay constant Bu. For jets with low Re, as stated in 
Todde et al. [12], the mean decay rate (1/Bu) and the virtual origin have different Re dependencies. 
The decay rate decreases with Re until about Re = 1600, then remain constant until Re = 4000, and 
eventually increases again above 4000. In other high Re cases, generally the decay constant Bu

increases with Re, while above a threshold value (Re > 20000 as summarized in Zarruk and Cowen 
[17]) it is not significantly affected by Re.

The flames in the rotary kilns are confined diffusion jet flames with co-flowing air [18]. Co-
flows can influence the jet development severely as well as the jet initial conditions. As stated by 
Yule and Damou [19], the extra turbulence level brought by the co-flows will have influence on the 
spreading rate of the confined jet. Moreover, the co-flows in this work are neither annular nor co-
axial to the primary jet. Thus the high turbulence brought by the irregular co-flows in the rotary kiln 
may cause an unstable flow field, and for example, extra recirculation of reactants and products. 
The unstable flow field could lead to problems like combustion instability and thermal fatigue of 
kiln walls. A long and stable jet flame is needed for an even temperature profile within the pellet 
bed at the bottom of the kiln. To increase the combustion efficiency and lower the emission of 
pollutants such as NOx, better mixing between the fuel (coal particles in the real kiln) and air is 
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demanded. To reach these targets, it is necessary to know how to obtain a longer jet and better 
mixing in the kiln. The first option, based on the literature review of previous research, is to change 
the jet initial condition by changing the geometry and see how the jet reacts to the changes.

When studying the flow field in combustors, it is common to study the cold flow pattern first,
especially for diffusion flames when the combustion reaction is diffusion and mixing limited. One 
of the well-recognized reasons is that the cold flow structure is not significantly different from that 
with combustion reactions [20]. The early measurement by Glass and Bilger [21] indicated that a 
turbulent jet flame (or as they called “a heated jet-wake”) and an isothermal turbulent round jet 
(isothermal jet-wake) have very similar turbulence quantities, such as the turbulence intensities and 
shear stress. Cold models, provides an easy way to investigate the influence of lots of variables and 
facilitates measurements for validation [22].

The purpose of this work is to study the effect of Re by altering the nozzle diameter (Dj) on 
the far field development of the jet in a simplified cold model. The existence of the irregular-shaped 
secondary air channels brings an extra challenge compared to the axisymmetric cases. Moreover, in 
the rotary kiln in this work, the air channels are separated by a surface called “back plate”. It covers 
1/3 of the kiln diameter and the jet exit is located at the center. The co-flowing air streams flow over 
the back plate and merge together downstream. Previous experimental work by Larsson et al. [23]
showed that the vortex shedding behind the back plate is not detectable when the jet is introduced
but its breakdown affects the mixing in small scales. Teng et al. [24] simulated the jet interaction
with asymmetric co-flows using different turbulence models. It was found that the standard k-
model performs the best in predicting the mean centerline decay and radial spreading of velocity
and scalar concentration. In this work, the same turbulence model is employed to investigate the 
effect of initial Re on the jet development in the down-scaled kiln model.

2 METHOD

2.1 Geometry and Mesh

In previous research regarding kiln aerodynamics, a down-scaled, simplified rotary kiln model 
was established by Larsson et al. [8,23,25]. The rotary kiln was down-scaled based on the Craya-
Curtet parameter Ct = 0.86 as in Larsson et al. [23], which represented a long and lazy flame. In 
this work, the geometry (see Figure 1) was built based on this down-scaled kiln model. The kiln is
simplified as a stationary cylinder with a diameter Dkiln = 0.1 m and the jet exit is located in the 
center of the back plate with a diameter of Dj=1.5 mm. The height of the back plate is 1/3 of the kiln 
diameter and it separates the air channel into two parts. The upper secondary air channel has a 15°
inclining angle and the lower one is parallel to the kiln. The kiln length is 1.5 m.

Figure 1. Geometry (part) of the down-scaled, simplified kiln model and the hexagonal mesh (fine grid) with 
refinement near the jet inlet with multiple o-grids
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As stated in Mi et al. [11] and Grandchamp et al. [26], the two commonly used nozzles, 
contraction nozzle and straight round pipe, correspond to a top-hat velocity profile, and a parabolic 
velocity profile similar to fully developed pipe flow, respectively. In this work a top-hat velocity
profile was approximated by a uniform mass flow rate at the jet exit, since measurements of the 
initial velocity profile is lacking. To study the effect of initial Re, four cases were simulated with Dj

= 0.0012, 0.0015, 0.0018 and 0.0021 m.
With the commercial meshing software ANSYS 16.0 ICEMCFD, a hexagonal mesh was built 

and multiple o-grids were applied to refine the part near the jet exit (see Figure 1). Extra attention 
was paid to the grid expansion perpendicular to the jet centerline to avoid too large aspect ratios and 
to ensure sufficient mesh quality. To enable a grid independence study, four grids with different 
refinement levels were prepared. The details will be shown in section 2.5. 

2.2 CFD set-up

The simulations were performed with the commercial code ANSYS CFX 16.0. In the steady 
state simulations, oscillations were found in both the residuals and monitored values, indicating that
the problem should be solved by transient simulations. Therefore, the unsteady Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes (uRANS) equations were used. The time step was 1 ms based on the dimensionless 
time step tUb/Dduct = 0.005 used in Larsson et al. [25]. The simulation time was 5.5 s to ensure that 
the fluid would cover the entire kiln length, based on the bulk velocity. Transient statistics were
taken from 5.5 to 7.5 s to obtain the time-averaged data. 

The boundary conditions were the same as in Larsson et al. [16] and Teng et al. [24] with an 
even mass flow rate of 1.08 kg/s at the two secondary channel inlets. The mass flow rate at the 
nozzle inlet was about 0.03 kg/s. At the kiln outlet, an average static pressure with a relative 
pressure of 0.0 Pa was applied. At the jet exit, a passive scalar, , was initialized as 1.0 while at the 
inlets of the two co-flows it was 0.0. The passive scalar helps to visualize the jet development and 
represents the mixing of the chemical species.

The advection scheme used was high resolution, which includes a blend factor that blends 
between first- and second-order accurate upwind schemes, ensuring a robust solution also in regions 
where the flow gradients change rapidly. A second order backward Euler scheme was used to 
discretize the transient terms. The convergence criterion for the root-mean-square (RMS) residuals 
was 10-6 for tight convergence and double precision was used. Each transient run was initialized 
with the corresponding steady state result.

2.3 Governing equations

The continuity equation and the Navier-Stokes equations describing the mass and momentum 
transfer are: = 0, (1)

= 1 + , (2)

where xi is the location, p is the pressure and is the kinematic viscosity. The left hand side in 
(2) is the material derivative of the velocity component, , of the flow field that can be expressed as= + . (3)
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The Reynolds decomposition of the turbulent velocity field gives the Reynolds equations 
based on the Navier-Stokes equations as:= 1 + , (4)

which can only be solved for very simple cases due to the 6 components of the Reynolds 
stress tensor . These stresses consist of an isotropic and an anisotropic part according to:= 23 + , (5)

where k(x,t) is the turbulent kinetic energy, is the Kronecker delta, is the anisotropic 
part which, according to the specific assumption in the turbulent-viscosity hypothesis, can be 
determined from: 23 = + , (6)

where is the turbulent viscosity. 
For visualization of the jet and to describe the concentration field, a passive scalar is 

introduced in the numerical model. The Reynolds-averaged scalar transport equation is:= + + ,
(7)

where is the quantity of the passive scalar. It could for example be the concentration of a 
species. is the fluctuating scalar field, is the molecular diffusivity, /  is the turbulent 
diffusivity, in which is the turbulent eddy viscosity, and is the turbulent Schmidt number. 

describes the ratio between the turbulent diffusivity and the molecular diffusivity of mass. In 
this work is set as a constant 0.7 based on research work regarding axisymmetric free jet flows 
by Tominaga and Stathopoulos [27] and Mejía et al. [28]. represents the Reynolds-averaged 
source term, and in this non-reactive case the source term is zero.

2.4 Turbulence models

The standard k model is widely used in industrial problems for its robustness. In previous 
work by Granström et al. [29] and Teng et al. [24], the standard k model was proved to predict 
the mean flow field in the kiln well. Since the detailed structures of the jet, especially the small 
scale flow motions, were not taken into account in this work, the standard k model, again, was 
used to close the governing equations. The k model solves two equations for turbulent kinetic
energy k and the energy dissipation rate = + ,

= + , (9)

where is the production term, and the turbulent eddy viscosity is specified as:= . (10)
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The standard k model is typically referred to that developed by Launder and Sharma [30].
The model constants are: = 0.09, = 1.44, = 1.92, = 1.0, = 1.3.

2.5 Grid study

To perform the grid-independent study, three grids were prepared. The grid refinement factor
calculated based on the procedure in Celik [31] was about 1.3. As mentioned in section 2.1, the 
mesh was built by a structured mesh with multiple o-grids in order to refine the grid near the jet 
inlet. The refinement was done in a structured way to ensure a systematic discretization error 
estimation. 

Two variables for error estimation were chosen, the time-averaged scalar concentration at 60
Dj on the geometrical centerline, and the spreading rate Su calculated based on the streamwise 
velocity from 0 to 100 Dj.

For a self-preserving jet, the jet half width r1/2 has a linear relation with axial location [5] as:/ = . (11)

The constant S is the spreading rate when characterizing momentum spreading and S when 
characterizing scalar spreading. Radial spreading is widely used to describe the development of a 
turbulent round jet in the spanwise direction. Spreading rates are calculated based on r1/2, the jet 
half width. It is defined as the radial location where the mean velocity or scalar concentration is half 
of the jet centerline value. At the right hand side, x is the streamwise location of the observation 
point, and x0 is the location of virtual origin. The spreading rate represents how fast the jet spreads 
in the spanwise direction. The larger S a jet has, the better it mixes with the surrounding flow.

Figure 2. Jet half width regions at 30, 60, 90 and 120 Dj, from steady state simulation with Dj=0.0015 m.

It is worth to note that, from previous simulations by Teng et al. [24], it was found that 
because of the geometry, the jet develops asymmetrically. The visualization of the regions within 
which the streamwise velocity U U0/2 from the steady state simulation of the case with Dj =
0.0015 m clearly shows an asymmetric jet development far downstream (see Figure 2). Therefore, 
in order to quantify the jet spreading in the spanwise direction, the jet half widths in this work are 
estimated by the areas of these regions in the streamwise direction taken at every 2 Dj downstream.
Table 1. Grid information and Richardson extrapolation results with three grids and steady state simulations

Nelement (million) , S

Grid 3 (coarse) 1.0 0.07660 0.1120
Grid 2 (medium) 2.4 0.07688 0.1115
Grid 1 (fine) 5.5 0.07674 0.1116
Extrapolated value ( h 0) 0.07660 0.1116
eext,1 0.18% 0.04%
eext,2 0.36% 0.15%

Richardson extrapolation was performed based on the procedure described in [31] by Celik
using the results from steady state simulations with three grids of different density. The grid 
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information and the Richardson extrapolation results show an oscillatory convergence with these 
three girds (see Table 1). The errors between the extrapolated value and the simulated values, eext,1

and eext,2, respectively, are quite small. It is not necessary to always use the finest mesh as long as 
the errors between the results with the second grid and the extrapolated value are small enough. In 
this work, the second grid was chosen for further investigation to save computational time.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To investigate the effect of initial Re on the jet development, four simulations with different 
Dj = 0.0012, 0.0015, 0.0018 and 0.0021 m were run with Grid 2 based on the grid study results. 
With the same initial mass flow rate 0.031 kg/s as in the PIV measurement by Larsson et al. [23],
the jet initial velocities are Uj = 27.70, 17.73, 12.31, and 9.04 m/s, respectively, for the four cases.
The corresponding initial Re are 37240, 29792, 24827, and 21280. Among these four cases, the one 
with Dj = 0.0015 m is seen as the standard case since it is directly built based on [23].

The instantaneous streamwise velocity fields (see Figure 3) at the last time step show the 
major difference brought by altering the nozzle diameter, Dj. In order to visualize the jet in a better 
way, the streamwise velocity is normalized by the bulk velocity, Ub, in the whole kiln calculated by 
the total flow rate and the kiln cross-sectional area. It can be seen that a low-velocity region forms 
at the upper kiln wall after the upper co-flow starts to interact with the primary jet in all cases. This 
low-velocity region orients the jet by pushing it downwards. Inside this region recirculation may 
happen. The recirculation is marked by non-colored contour lines in Figure 3 to visualize the 
location and area of the back flow. From the turbulent kinetic energy profile taken at x = 0.09 m (60 
Dj in the standard case), the existence and location of this recirculation zone can be identified as 
well, see Figure 4.

Figure 3. Instantaneous streamwise velocity contours at the asymmetry plane XOY

In Figure 4, the turbulence kinetic energy is first scaled by the square of centerline velocity Uc

at x = 0.09 m (left) and then expressed in logarithm (right) to highlight the region where the weak 
co-flows affect the flow field. The y-axis is the spanwise distance Y from the jet centerline in the 
vertical direction. They x-axis is the normalized turbulence kinetic energy. The radial profile of 
kinetic energy depicts that there is a large scale flow motion outside the jet, though it is weaker 
quantitatively compared to the jet, corresponding to the recirculation seen in Figure 3. With 
increasing Re (decreasing Dj), the boundary of the recirculation zone moves inwards to the jet 
centerline and the turbulence kinetic energy increases, indicating that the recirculation zone is 
enlarged and enhanced. 

In combustion reactors, there are two types of recirculation zones, the internal recirculation 
zone (IRZ) and external recirculation zone (ERZ). They are of great significance for diffusion 
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flames because of their direct influence on the mixing between the fuel and oxidizer. The IRZ is 
located inside the jet and has been proven to be able to improve the internal mixing and flame 
stability by numerous previous research work, for example by Driscoll et al. [32]. Therefore, extra 
internal recirculation like swirling is commonly introduced into the jet to further enhance the 
internal mixing and to stabilize the flame [33]. The ERZ is located outside the jet and it can be 
generated by shear such as those caused by geometry and the entrainment of ambient flow by the jet 
in confined environment when there is no co-flow. Rabacal et al. [34] concluded, based on Large 
Eddy Simulation (LES) of a pulverized coal jet flame, that the reactant particles recirculate inside 
the ERZ until being fully burned. As a consequence, the ERZ could increase the residence time and 
burnout rate of the fuel particles. 

Figure 4. Normalized turbulence kinetic energy profiles on the vertical centerline at x = 0.09 m

In this work the four cases are non-reactive and single-phase, hence the passive scalar field is 
used to show the effect of the ERZ, formed near the upper kiln wall, on the mixing. A passive scalar 
is a diffusive contaminant without dynamic effect on the flow motion. The transport of a passive 
scalar is governed by Equation (7), in which the diffusion term consists of turbulent and molecular 
diffusion. The distribution of the passive scalar can represent the mixing and entrainment of species 
and can be useful for engineers trying to understand the mixing status in a fluid flow. 

Figure 5. The time-averaged passive scalar fields changing with Dj.

It can be seen from the scalar concentration field that, at the same location as the ERZ
shown in Figure 3, the passive scalar is entrained upwards to the upper kiln wall. It indicates that 
the appearance of the ERZ promotes the spreading of passive scalar in spanwise direction in the 
upper part of the kiln. Moreover, as mentioned in earlier text, with decreasing Re (increasing Dj ), 
the ERZ is weakened rapidly until it almost disappears. The effect from the ERZ on the scalar 
distribution is then almost eliminated. Because the turbulence kinetic energy of this upper ERZ is 
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relatively low compared to the primary jet shown in Figure 4, it might not be intensive enough to 
entrain particles into it. Its appearance could though enhance the scalar spreading but it affects the 
jet direction, which is not beneficial to the stability of the jet flame.

Besides the spreading rate mentioned earlier, another important characterization of the mean 
flow field of a turbulent round jet is the centerline decay. The mean velocity of the jet at the 
centerline, Uc, decays with the axial distance from the nozzle linearly as:= 1 . (12)

Similarly the concentration decays as= 1 . (13)

The constants 1/ and 1/ are the decay rates, is the jet exit velocity and is the 
scalar concentration at the jet exit, which was defined as 1 in the mass fraction form in this work.

From equation (12) and (13), the centerline decay of the mean streamwise velocity and the 
scalar concentration are calculated based on the time-averaged data from simulation results (see 
Figure 6). For validation, data from 30 to 50 Dj were used for calculation in order to be consistent 
with Larsson et al. [23]. From the profiles of Uj/Uc and j/ c shown in Figure 6, it can be seen 
that the potential core extends till approximately 6 Dj for all cases. The decay rate of the mean 
streamwise velocity 1/Bu increases with initial Re (Figure 6a), while 1/Bu of the mean scalar 
concentration is not significantly affected (Figure 6b). This independency of Re of the mean 
scalar decay agrees with the findings in the coupled PIV-LIF measurements by Zarruk and 
Cowen [17].

Figure 6. The centerline decay of the mean (a) streamwise velocity, (b) scalar concentration

The radial spreading rate of the streamwise velocity S and scalar concentration S are 
calculated based on equation (11) and the half widths estimated from the area of each half width 
region. From Figure 7 it can be seen that the spreading rate of velocity slightly decreases with Re
(Figure 7a) while S has an obvious opposite trend where it increases with Re (Figure 7b). In 
addition, the spreading is slower after about 25 Dj for all cases. This agrees with Larsson et al.[23]
who concluded that there is less mixing after the wake region extending to about x/Dj = 25. With 
higher initial Re (smaller Dj), this effect tends to be eliminated. This contradiction is also seen in 
the review of experimental studies of round jets without co-flow in Zarruk and Cowen [17], but in 
the opposite way that with increasing Re, S slightly increases and S decreases.

All the constants calculated from the centerline decay and radial spreading are summarized 
in Table 2 together with the experimental data from Larsson et al.[23]. A comparison of the 

(b)(a)
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simulation results to the measurement shows that the standard k- model over predicts the 
centerline decay constant Bu by about 45% and the spreading rate of scalar concentration S by 
about 20%. The prediction of the spreading rate of the velocity S is relatively accurate with an 
error about 3%.

Figure 7. The calculated radial spreading of the mean (a) streamwise velocity, (b) scalar concentration.

Table 2. The calculated centerline decay and radial spreading constants
Re Bu Bu S S

This 
work

Larsson 
et al.[23]

This 
work

Larsson 
et al.[23]

This 
work

Larsson 
et al.[23]

This 
work

Larsson 
et al.[23]

21,280 6.58 - 5.02 - 0.121 - 0.089 -
24,827 6.19 4.25 4.95 - 0.120 0.124 0.100 0.083
29,792 6.03 - 4.92 - 0.119 - 0.109 -
37,240 5.22 - 4.92 - 0.118 - 0.120 -

Zarruk and Cowen [17] also concluded from the review that the decay constant Bu of the 
velocity increases with initial Re then tends to be stable at very high Re (>20,000). The opposite 
trend is seen in this work, Bu decreases with Re. There are several possible explanations to the 
discrepancy in Re dependency of the mean centerline decay and radial spreading between this work 
and studies of turbulent round jet without co-flow. Firstly, in this work, there are two co-flows with 
an asymmetric, non-annular geometry and a back plate separating them. When Re increases, the 
velocity difference between the jet and the co-flows increase as well, resulting in stronger shear 
between them. Entrainment of the surrounding flows into the primary jet is dominated by the shear 
layers at the interfaces between the jet and co-flows formed by the large velocity gradient there. 
Strong shear can be identified from the radial profile of the shear stress taken at x = 0.015, 0.045 
and 0.09 m in the vertical direction (see Figure 8). The stress is scaled by the square of the 
centerline velocity at each streamwise location and the spanwise distance from the centerline Y is 
scaled by the half widths calculated in previous part. It can be seen that, with increasing Re, the 
shear layers are stronger and located more outwards. In other word, the jet is wider with higher Re. 
In addition, it is found before that the ERZ formed near the upper kiln wall suppresses the jet 
downwards and it is enlarged and reinforced at higher Re. At the same time it entrains the scalar 
upwards. Hence, the ERZ restrains the momentum spreading while it prompts the scalar spreading 
in spanwise direction. 

In earlier work by Larsson et al. [18] it was found that the back plate between two co-flows 
causes vortex shedding. Further, in the measurements by Larsson et al. [23], it was concluded that 
the vortex shedding is inhibited after introducing the jet and its breakdown promotes the mixing 
between the primary jet and the surrounding flow in small scale. However, the effect from such

(a) (b)
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underlying structure cannot be modeled by k- models. This leads to another possible reason for the 
opposite trend of the mean flow field dependence on Re: the turbulence model used in the 
simulations. Two-equation models are not capable of predicting anisotropy and different turbulence 
length scales. As stated in Smith et al. [35], even though k- models perform better than other two-
equation models in predicting the spreading rate of round jets, the underlying structures are not 
taken into account. It results in failure of predicting the correct trends of the centerline decay rate of 
jets with different nozzle geometries. This problem might be solved by finding the suitable model 
constants for jets with different initial conditions where the constants are functions of the centerline 
decay rates and the jet half widths [36]. Despite the fact that the spreading issue can be taken care 
of, k- models still cannot capture the effect from vortex shedding when Re varies. This implies that 
advanced turbulence models are necessary as well as more measurements for a more thorough 
understanding of how the jet initial conditions affect the flow field.

Figure 8. The radial profile of shear stress / ~ / / at (a) x = 0.015 m, (b) x = 0.045 m, and (c) x =
0.09 m (corresponding to 10, 30, and 45 Dj in the standard case) in vertical direction

4 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results from CFD simulations with the standard k- model and comparisons to 
other research work, some conclusions can be drawn as below.

An external recirculation zone (ERZ) forms at the upper kiln wall after the inclined upper co-
flow starts to interact with the primary jet resulting from the shear between them. With higher 
Reynolds number (Re), the ERZ is enlarged and reinforced. The ERZ orients the jet downwards and 
entrains the scalar upwards. As a result, it restrains the momentum spreading but prompts the scalar 
spreading in the spanwise direction. However this ERZ at upper kiln wall is not beneficial to the 

(a) (b)

(c)
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stability of the jet flame. This effect from ERZ on the jet development gradually vanishes further 
downstream.

Even though the standard k- model gave the closest prediction to the measurements in 
previous work, it still over predicts the centerline decay constant Bu by about 40% and the spreading 
rate S by about 20% compared to the measurements. The prediction of the spreading rate S of the
streamwise velocity is relatively accurate with en error about 3%. The model is also capable of 
predicting a dependency on Re of the mean centerline decay and radial spreading constants of the 
jet. With increasing initial Re, the centerline decay constants of velocity and scalar concentration 
decreases, indicating that the jet decays faster with higher Re. The radial spreading rate of the scalar 
increases correspondingly while the spreading of momentum is restrained by the ERZ. One reason 
of this Re dependency found in this work could be the enhanced shear layer between the jet and co-
flow by higher velocity difference. The vortex shedding caused by the back plate separating the two 
co-flows which cannot be predicted by standard k- model could be another potential reason.

The k- models can be improved for better prediction of centerline decay and radial spreading 
of turbulent round jets by modifying the model constants based on individual decay and spreading 
data of each jet. However no matter how accurate it could be, two equation models still are not 
capable of capturing the underlying structures such as the effect of vortex shedding on small scale 
mixing. For better validation and understanding of the flow field in this virtual kiln model, more 
measurements are necessary. Advanced turbulence models can also be considered to better predict 
how the initial conditions affect the flow field in future simulations.
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